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Grammarian PRO3 X: Perfect Mac Grammar Checker - 64-bit - Catalina-ready
Published on 10/08/19
Linguisoft Inc. has announced the availability of Grammarian PRO3 X, a major upgrade of
the popular grammar, spelling, AutoCorrect, and AutoType proofreading application for
macOS. Grammarian PRO3 X is a universal interactive spell and grammar checking,
dictionary, thesaurus, AutoCorrect, and AutoType tool that works within every program on
the Mac. Sporting a new redesigned user interface, this new version is now 64-bit and
macOS Catalina-ready.
Dallastown, Pennsylvania - Linguisoft Inc. has announced the availability of Grammarian
PRO3 X, a major 64-bit Catalina-ready upgrade of the popular grammar, spelling,
AutoCorrect, and AutoType proofreading application for the Mac. Grammarian PRO3 X is a
universal interactive spell and grammar checking, dictionary, thesaurus, AutoCorrect, and
AutoType tool that works within every program on the Mac.
Many new features in Grammarian PRO3 X:
* New redesigned user interface
* FULL 64-bit support on macOS
* Works with macOS 10.15 Catalina
* Full macOS Dark Mode support
* Grammarian's Document checking window shows the document exactly as it will be
displayed with all text formatting and graphics/pictures
* Document checking now includes a new complete error navigation list
* The AutoType now types shorthand with graphics and other text with document formatting
* New built-in system-wide spell and grammar check macOS service with the red and green
underlining - Grammarian PRO3 X becomes the built-in macOS spell-check tool - Make
replacements in the document with mouse right clicks - Check the full document with the
macOS spell-check panel
* New Readability Statistics Analysis of each sentence: reading grade, readable age,
passive sentences, nominalizations, coherence words and phrases - View how interesting
every sentence is in real time - View how well each sentence is targeting your audience.
And Grammarian PRO3 graphs it in real time as-you-check
* New Readability Assisted Suggestions that shows the best fit suggestions to make your
writing more readable
* Shows Word Frequency and graphs it in real time
* Has a new Edit Document feature that allows full word processor editing with formatting
and graphics of the document while-you-check
* Has much improved grammar and spell checking accuracy
* Checks for many new classes of grammar and spelling errors with over 300 primary writing
rules
* Catches correctly spelled words that are used incorrectly
* Improved performance and super-fast startup
System Requirements:
* macOS 10.6.8 and later
Pricing and Availability:
Grammarian PRO3 X retails for $46 (USD) for Two Weeks Only and $59.95 (USD) thereafter.
Grammarian PRO3 X:
https://linguisoft.com/_gram_pro3_site/press/pro3_press.html
Grammarian PRO3 X Info:
https://linguisoft.com/_gram_pro3_site/blog/blog.html
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Download Grammarian PRO3 X:
https://linguisoft.com/downloads/downloads.html
Purchase:
https://linguisoft.com/_gram_pro3_site/buy/buy.html
Screenshot:
https://linguisoft.com/gram_whats_new_pro3/images/gramcheckwindow.png

For over 39 years, Linguisoft Inc. has developed Grammarian. All Material and Software (C)
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